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Martha Stewart books

American business magnate and domestic guru, Martha Stewart, started as a model and then a stockbroker. She 
learnt how to cook and sew with her mother, gardening from her father, and canning and preserving from her 
grandparents. With a friend she started a catering business from her basement, which quickly became successful. 
Her first book Entertaining became a New York Times Best Seller. She wrote more books and magazine articles. She 
made numerous TV appearances and created her own magazine Martha Stewart Living and a TV program. 

In 2004 she was accused and convicted of insider trading in a scandal that involved selling her shares of a 
biopharmaceutical company. The media speculated then that this would mean the end of her empire. However,  after 
her release she launched a spectacular comeback. Her Martha Stewart Everyday line of housewares at Kmart was 
expanded, even creating a line of branded interior paint. She returned to television with her show, appeared in an 
adapted version of The Apprentice, published new books. She launched, together with a real estate developer KB 
Home, a line of houses that carry her name. 650 homes with prices ranging from $200,000 to $450,000. She struck 
deals to produce her own line of carpet tiles and to produce a Martha Stewart Vintage wine.

In 1997 she obtained funding to purchase the various ventures and consolidated them into a new company: Martha 
Stewart Living Omnimedia, to have more control of the brand. She quickly launched a catalogue business and direct-
to-consumer floral business. Two years later her company went public on the New York Stock Exchange. Stewart is a 
majority shareholder, with 96% control of voting power in the company.

Martha Stewart is part of a long tradition of women who have influenced the way people have lived in the United 
States. Ellen H. Richards, with her pragmatic ecofeminist movement at the beginning of the 20th century, Catherine 
Beecher, Mary Pattison, they were all part of this tradition. Some wrote about domestic engineering or economics. 
Martha found her place in home furnishings, domestic  decoration, cooking and crafts, and she built an empire. She 
was considered in 2001, by Ladies Home Journal, the third most powerful woman in the US. According to Forbes, her 
net worth is estimated at $638 million, only behind Oprah Winfrey and J.K. Rowling.
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